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Abstract—Over the past years there has been significant
enthusiasm for development of parallel computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPU) which have now become powerful
and affordable hardware equipping data centers and research
clusters. Our earlier research has explored the ways to exploit
the parallel compute performance of the GPU along the CPU
in the same cluster. We have proposed a model for processing
distributed machine learning tasks leveraging both the CPU
and the GPU equipped on the nodes. Still in this direction,
we present in this paper our approach for optimizing the
performance of the previously proposed framework. We then
further present our approach for integrating this processing
model into a more general dataflow graph processing framework
by extending it with support for GPU tasks and resources. In
addition we have developed a k-nearest neighbors implementation
demonstrating all the features. We then present our model based
on flow networks for the efficient scheduling on this heterogeneous
framework.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the original framework. Each worker node is equipped
with a compute-capable GPU. Steps 3a and 3b can be repeated for an iterative
algorithm.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

We generate huge volumes of data every day even without
realizing it. Whether it be in our social interactions, shopping
habits, online activity or daily commute, the current state of
technology is able to capture these information and process
them in a way that eases our lives. For example we might
receive real-time itinerary rerouting based on the traffic measured on social networks or even online shopping product
recommendation based on personal tastes.
The same goes in the industry where businesses have been
generating data at an even greater scale on a daily basis for
years. Companies are now building decision models based on
the gathered data, using data mining and machine learning
techniques, to help them make the right strategic decision in
their business.
The high volume of data has led to two effects. First,
new paradigms and models are required to enable efficient
processing. Among the most notable innovations we can
cite the MapReduce [1] processing model and the dataflow
graph (DFG) processing model proposed by Dryad [2]. While
MapReduce has initiated a great momentum among companies, more and more are abandoning it in favor of the DFG
processing model which is more general [3], [4].
The second observable effect is that even simple models
are able to produce significant results when applied on high

volumes of data as recent researches have pointed out [5]. High
volumes of data allow to express models in a simple way.
The challenge still remains in the processing of these high
volumes of data, where hardware compute performance also
plays a great part. These past years, High Performance Computing has benefited from developments in parallel computing
architecture. We can cite the Graphics Processing Units and the
design of many-core architectures as the Xeon Phi or Tilera.
In this way our previous research [6] has focused on two
objectives: first, quantifying the added value of, given an
existing processing cluster, equipping the nodes with GPUs;
and second, defining a suitable processing model for exploiting
parallel processing with the GPUs on the nodes along with
the CPU. The framework had shown great potential for data
intensive applications that require rapid recomputations of
decision models for example to take into account fresh data or
due to changes in the context [7].
Many challenges were however identified. Designing algorithms on the framework still required ad-hoc development.
From the point of view of the delivered performance it did not
overwhelmingly outperform other famous frameworks such as
Mahout, a data mining and machine learning framework that
uses Hadoop MapReduce as backend for running the jobs.1
Finally, while the processing model is close at some points, it
did not offer the full expressiveness of a dataflow graph.
1 Apache
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A solution mentioned then was to extend a DFG processing framework with unified CPU/GPU resources and computations. This also raised further challenges concerning the
scheduling of such heterogeneous clusters.
We have pursued the research in this way and the contributions in this paper are as follows. We:
1)
2)
3)

4)

optimize further the algorithms in the framework
and compare the performance difference with Mahout
(§II);
present the extension of the DFG processing model
to take into account tasks exploiting both batch and
streaming processing features of the GPU (§III.A);
integrate these operators in an existing DFG processing framework (§III.B-C-D) and demonstrate the
features and performance of the operators through a
machine learning job (§III.E); and
introduce a model for the scheduling on such heterogeneous distributed processing framework (§IV).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sections V
describes the future work; Section VI treats the related works;
and Section VII concludes the paper.
II.

A F RAMEWORK FOR D ISTRIBUTED M ACHINE
L EARNING WITH GPU S

In our previous paper [6] we presented a framework for
processing machine learning tasks on a distributed computing
cluster where a GPU equips each of the nodes. Figure 1
summarizes the architecture of the original framework.
In the framework each worker node hosts a partition of
the total data stored on a distributed filesystem such as the
Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS), the storage layer of
the Hadoop ecosystem.2 Using a distributed filesystem such as
HDFS enables data-locality on the workers for the processing.
The Master first initiates the job. Each Worker node then
performs the processing on its partition of data and produces an
intermediate model. These partial models are finally merged by
the Combiner to form the final model. The Master can then be
triggered to launch subsequent iterations if required. We have
shown that this processing model is suitable for a whole family
of machine learning and data mining algorithms, referred as
summation forms [8].
Our contribution in this section is a further optimization
that we have developed for the GPU implementation of the
k-means algorithm already present in the framework.
2 Apache
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Fig. 3. Average time spent for the computation of the model on a GPUequipped node and on a CPU node for different sizes of the dataset. Each of
the three workers in the cluster locally processes one third of the total data
size. GPU: Nvidia GTX Titan. CPU: Intel Core i5-3470@3.2 GHz

A. Optimization of the GPU k-means implementation
The problem of the k-means clustering algorithm can be
summarized as, given n data points, finding k cluster centroids
such that the average squared distance (or Mean Squared Error
- MSE) between the data points and their nearest centroid is
minimized:
n
1X
(min d2 (xi , ck )))
min(
n i=1 k
where d(xi , ck ) is the distance (e.g. Euclidean) between the
data point xi and the centroid ck . In practice, the distance
from each data point to every centroid is computed. Each data
point is then assigned to the cluster corresponding to the closest
centroid. The coordinates of the centroids are then updated as
the mean of all the data points belonging to the cluster.
We have further optimized the distance computation phase
of the GPU k-means algorithm implementation. All the data
points are stored in a one-dimension vector V . For each cluster
centroid, the coordinates are subtracted in parallel for each data
point and the result squared in V . We then generate an iterator
K containing the indices of the data points corresponding to
the vector V . The distances for each data point are finally
computed using a reduction on the vector V using K as keys to
group the data points. Figure 2 illustrates this implementation.
B. Test results discussion
We have tested the performance of the newly optimized kmeans clustering implementation along with the performance
of a Mahout cluster. This is feasible as both frameworks implement the plain k-means technique with no further algorithmic
optimization.
Figure 3 summarizes these results on a dataset with forty
features. We can observe that our optimized implementation of
k-means using GPUs outperforms Mahout by up to ten times
on the same dataset sizes. This is made possible for two reasons: first the subtract and square and reduce by key operations are realized in parallel and at once for all data points.

Fig. 4. Dataflow graph representing a global job composed of three chained jobs. The depicted machine learning job fits with the processing model of the
framework proposed previously.

Secondly, repeated range and linear index to row index
are iterators generated on the fly. The content of these structures is not allocated in memory as the values are computed
on access.
The tests were performed on a cluster of three nodes
equipped with i5-3470@3.2 GHz 16GB, two equipped with
an Nvidia GTX Titan 6GB and one with an Nvidia Tesla K20
5GB using level 3 nvcc optimizations (flag -O3)
III.

C ONCILIATING THE DATAFLOW GRAPH PROCESSING
MODEL WITH GPU WORKLOADS

The processing model described in the previous section is
well similar to a dataflow graph (DFG) processing model. A
dataflow graph is an acyclic graph where each node represents
an operation on data and the edges represent data dependencies
between operations. Figure 4 illustrates a DFG job.
We can actually model a job in the framework as a
complete DFG: each worker processes a parallel path of a
job graph and the logic of the Combiner is an operator. Each
worker further processes a graph of operators, with for instance
operators for reading, parsing the data, processing it on the
GPU and aggregating the output. The machine learning job
described on Figure 4 illustrates this case.
Furthermore, the DFG model easily allows the integration
of tasks such as preparation, normalization, aggregation and
chaining of other jobs within the same job. Each edge thus
models a data channel between operators.
This observation has driven us to extend the dataflow graph
processing model to take into account the presence of GPU
resources and operators that contain computations targeting
the GPU. The presented contribution in this section is, first,
the engineering of GPU operators exploiting the batch and
streaming processing features of the GPU within DFG jobs;
and second, the extension of AROM [9], our in-house dataflow
graph processing framework, to integrate these operators.
A. The GPU-enabled DFG operator
The first step in integrating GPU computations in a job
graph is the definition of a new type of operator that abstracts
and encapsulates computations performed on the GPU. The
resulting GPU operator, as any other operator in the DFG
model, is then transparently composed with other downstream
and upstream operators in a job graph.

The internals of the GPU operator are depicted on Figure
5. It is composed of the host code that prepares and sends the
data to the GPU process, and the GPU process that receives
the data, processes it, and returns the results to the host code.
Figure 5 depicts the sequence of interactions of the GPU
operator.
Under the hood, the host code and the GPU process
communicate via Inter-Process Communication (IPC).3 The
GPU process receives and returns the data over an IPC socket.
This architecture further allows the reuse of data already
present in the GPU memory instead of having to retransfer
it between two consecutive GPU operators.
We have defined two types of GPU operators: the batch
and streaming operators.
a) Batch GPU operator: this operator waits for all data
to be received from upstream operators before transferring the
batch to the GPU process. Similarly, the results of the GPU
algorithm are transferred at once to the host code.
b) Streaming GPU operator: this operator packs and
sends data entry by entry to the GPU process as data is received
from upstream. The GPU process then concurrently transfers
the data to the GPU global device memory. Similarly, the GPU
process can also incrementally return the computed results to
the host code. This takes advantage of the CUDA asynchronous
memory transfer feature.4
During its transfer the data never waits in an intermediate
buffer between the upstream operator and the global GPU
memory. This global streaming strategy minimizes the impact
of the PCI-Express bus. In the best case the GPU kernel
execution and the data transfer from upstream operators to
the GPU global memory are carried out concurrently.
In order to showcase the capabilities offered by our new
GPU operators and their benefits in a distributed processing
cluster we have designed a DFG job implementing a k-nearest
neighbors (K-NN) machine learning job that exploits all the
features described earlier.
B. The k-nearest neighbors algorithm
The k-nearest neighbors is a fundamental machine learning
algorithm used for classification or regression [10]. It takes as
3 through
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Sequence diagram of the GPU operator.

input the parameter k and two datasets: one training set and
one testing set. The training set contains samples of dimension
w already classified. Each training sample is a vector strain =
(x0 , ..., xw−2 , t) in which t is the target class or variable. The
testing set, of dimension w − 1, contains unlabeled samples
stest = (x0 , ..., xw−2 ) for which we want to predict the target
variable t∗ .
When receiving a testing sample stest to label, the distances
from stest to all strain from the training set are computed
and then used to identify the k closest strain neighbors. The
distance metric is the Minkowski distance function:
w−2
X

d(x, y) = (

1

|xi − yi |p ) p

i=0

With p = 2 the distance is Euclidean. Since only the relative
distances between samples matter, the square root can be
removed without altering the outcome of the algorithm. The
target t∗ for stest is then determined by a majority vote on t
among its k nearest
Pkneighbors in the case of classification. For
ti
regression t∗ = i=1
.
k
Because all K-NN computations are delayed to the testing
phase, labeling new samples is a computationally intensive
task. This phase can be accelerated by the GPU parallel
computational power.
C. Distributing the k-nearest neighbors algorithm
By its brute force nature, the original K-NN algorithm
described above lends itself easily to distribution. While KNN distribution is a problem that has already benefited from
thorough research we chose to follow a distribution of the
brute force strategy since our goal is to illustrate the features
of our GPU operator. We position our work with regard to the
research performed on the optimization of the algorithm in the
Related Work section.
The strategy is based on the distribution of the testing set
among the K-NN operators. The whole training set is sent to
all the K-NN operators and the testing set is partitioned among
the operators. Figure 4 depicts the corresponding machine
learning graph job. Each K-NN operator therefore computes
the distances from all the instances in the training set to all
the testing instances of its data chunk. The majority vote is
then carried out by the operator. For each testing sample the
operator outputs a (sampleID, t∗) tuple containing the ID

GPU K-NN sorting strategy.

of the sample and its computed target t∗. While remaining
simple, this strategy is well suited when high volumes of
testing samples need to be classified at once.
D. GPU implementation of the K-NN operator
The GPU implementation of the K-NN operator realizes
the following phases:
1) Compute the Euclidean distances: the distance between
each testing sample and each training sample is computed and
locally stored in a distance matrix Mij = d(testi , trainj ). Let
w be the number of attributes in each sample, m the number
of training samples and n the number of testing samples, the
training and testing matrices dimensions are m × w and n × w,
respectively. Hence, the dimensions of the distance matrix are
n × m.
This phase efficiently exploits the parallel computational
power of the GPU: threads computes in parallel the square of
the Euclidean distance between one testing and one training
sample, which corresponds to one element in the distance
matrix M . Consequently each thread block of dimension T ×T
computes a subset of size T × T from the distance matrix.
Therefore, the total number of thread blocks required for the
operation is n×m
T 2 . This entire phase is implemented as a pure
CUDA kernel.
2) Sort the distances: each row of M is then sorted by
increasing distance. First, a global identifier is assigned to
each element of the Mn×m distance matrix: globalId(i, j) =
i × m + j . The distances are then used as keys to sort the
global identifiers by increasing order of distance. The testing
identifiers are afterwards retrieved by simply dividing each
global identifier by the total number of training samples and
the training identifiers are retrieved by taking the modulus after
the division of each global identifier by the number of training
samples.
Finally, a stable sort is used with the testing indices as
the keys and the previously sorted training indices as values.
This second sort groups all the distances for a given testing
sample in the array and in increasing testing identifier order.
The initial order of the training indices, sorted by increasing
distance, is preserved thanks to the stability property. Figure
6 illustrates the implementation of this phase.
Since the elements in the device vectors are primitive types,
we use the radix sort for both sorts. The radix sort is so far

resulting distance matrix M is thus also split and computed in
chunks.
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This also enables the processing of data sets larger than
the GPU memory, a property often referred to as out-of-core
processing in the literature. We have developed a data serving
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arrive and interleaves them for faster processing. This layer
also performs the bookkeeping and the memory management
of the chunks present in RAM.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the performance of the distance computation kernel
on GPU and Scala implementations. Each vector is of length 40. GPU: Nvidia
Geforce GTX 750, CPU: Intel i7-2620M @2.70 GHz.

the fastest sorting algorithm on GPU [11]. We have used the
implementation provided by the Thrust library.5

b) CUDA streaming feature: The streaming feature of
CUDA enables the overlap of data transfers to the GPU
memory with kernel execution. In our case, the transfer to
GPU memory, the distance computation and the transfer of the
results to the host code are concurrently executed in different
streams.
3) Test results discussion: in order to evaluate our approach
at each of the steps we have carried out a series of tests on a
generated dataset including forty features.

3) Majority voting: for each testing sample testi the k
nearest neighbors of the sorted ith row of M are used for the
majority voting and to determine t∗. This phase is performed
on the CPU due to the conditional branches.

a) Distance computation kernel: Figure 7 shows the
performance of our GPU distance computation kernel against
optimized CPU implementations of the same task. In order to
provide a fair comparison for this test we used CPU and GPU
of similar market price (around 150$).

E. Batch and Streaming GPU K-NN operators

The test highlights a gain of up to 18 and 34 times
for the single and dual-threaded version written in Scala,
the programming language used by AROM. This is for the
same reason as in the k-means algorithm treated earlier: as
long as the data fits the GPU memory, all computations in a
thread block are performed in parallel and thus performance is
only slightly affected by the number of distances to compute
compared to the CPU implementation.

Building on what we have described earlier, we implement
a batch and a streaming version of the GPU K-NN operator.
1) Batch GPU K-NN operator: in this implementation the
whole data is sent as a single batch to the GPU process. The
distance computation kernel is then called on the entire training
and testing matrices and the sorting phase is applied. The
k nearest neighbors for each testing sample are finally sent
back to host process where the majority voting is performed
to determine t∗.
Using this operator, the major issue is the limited amount of
memory available on the GPU. Since the datasets are processed
at once, the training set, the testing set and the distances
matrix must all three fit in global device memory during the
distance computation phase. This can however be alleviated
by spawning multiple K-NN batch operators in the job graph.
2) Streaming GPU K-NN operator: the streaming GPU KNN operator addresses the problems of the batch GPU K-NN
operator. It is a great example of implementation that fully
takes advantage of the streaming features introduced in this
work.
a) Incremental and out-of-core computation: we have
adapted the K-NN algorithm to enable incremental computation, a requirement for computing the algorithm in a streaming
setup. The training and testing sets are split into several
chunks. The distance computation is triggered when at least
one chunk of each type has been received by the GPU. The
5 Thrust

- http://thrust.github.io/

b) K-NN operator: Figure 8(a) and 8(b) show the
performance of the GPU batch and streaming operators versus
an optimized version implemented on the CPU. The CPU
implementation computes the target class t∗ for each testing
sample as it arrives.
Compared to the CPU implementation, the streaming GPU
operator delivers up to twenty times more performance as,
first, computation is divided into chunks of data computed
in parallel and, secondly, chunks are continually fed to the
GPU. We can interpret the situation like this: the CPU operator
processes a stream of data entries while the streaming GPU
operator processes a stream of chunks.
The batch operator delivers less performance as it needs to
wait for all data to arrive before starting the computation. The
streaming GPU operator, while being able to handle larger
datasets than the batch operator thanks to the incremental
implementation, also yields up to ten times better performance.
4) Implementation parameters discussion: we also conducted a series of tests in order to determine the optimal values
for the thread block size, the chunk size and the number of
CUDA stream in our implementation.

a) Thread block size: thorough testing and study to
determine T , the optimal size of the thread block, have led to
8 as optimal number using level 3 nvcc optimizations (flag
-O3). Increasing further the thread block size does not improve
performance.
b) Chunk size: the optimal chunk size is a trade-off in
GPU parallelism versus fast streaming of early results. While
a bigger chunk size allows filling up the GPU memory and
exploiting massive parallelism, smaller chunk sizes allow more
fine-grained control over data transfer and processing overlap.
In our experiments and with the size of the samples we have
measured the best trade-off for the chunk size at around 1200
elements.
c) Number of CUDA streams: further experiments have
determined that the optimal number of CUDA streams is two,
with a twenty percent increase in performance. Any higher
number does not yield better performance.
IV.

S CHEDULING ON HETEROGENEOUS PROCESSING
FRAMEWORKS

The integration of GPU operators performing computations
on the GPU in a processing framework such as described in
the previous section introduces heterogeneity in the processing.
All the resources in the cluster are not equivalent anymore and
some tasks of a job now have preference over a certain type
of resource. This opens the way to new opportunities for the
scheduling of operators on the resources.
We also consider the case where, for a same operator, both
CPU and GPU implementations are available, similar to what
has been realized in the previous section for the K-NN operator. At runtime, the scheduler decides which implementation to
instantiate depending on the costs and the available resources.
Our contribution in this section covers the design of a
scheduling model suitable for such heterogeneous processing
frameworks. We cover the modeling work in this paper and
reserve the testing figures on scenarios at scale for a future
work.
A. Task abstraction
In addition to operators that have either a CPU or a
GPU implementation and require scheduling on their preferred
resource, we add the notion of heterogeneous task. This defines
a task that has two implementing operators, one targeting the
CPU and one targeting the GPU for performance. Both of these
operators produce the same results: the only difference lies
in their implementation and target architecture. Heterogeneous
tasks can thus be scheduled at runtime either on a CPU or a
GPU by instantiating the right implementation.
B. Fine-grain scheduling model
We follow the fine-grain scheduling approach proposed by
Quincy [12]: the scheduling problem is mapped to a graph
representation where edges, weights and capacities model different scheduling policies encompassing competing demands
and properties such as data locality. We now add resource
preference to this approach.

1) Min-cost flow: using this graph representation and a
min-flow formulation of the problem, [12] assumes it is
possible to find an exact solution matching the scheduling.
A flow network is a directed graph composed of edges s
annotated with a positive capacity yP
e and a cost pe , and nodes
v annotated with a supply  where v v = 0. A feasible flow
assigns a non-negative integer fe ≤ ye to each edge such that
for each node v:
X
X
fe
fe =
v +
e∈Iv

e∈Ov

where Iv and Ov are respectively the set of incoming and
outgoing edges of v. In a feasible flow the left-hand side of
the equation is referred to as the flow through node v. A mincost flow solver can then be used to find the exact matching
to the scheduling problem. For a feasible flow each task must
find a path for its flow to reach the sink, by “flowing” a unit
of scheduling from the task to be scheduled to the sink node
S. Figure 9 represents an example of such flow network.
2) Modeling heterogeneous scheduling: applied to our
case, we construct a graph encoding the operators ready for
scheduling, i.e. that have received the end-of-file signal from
the upstream operators, as well as the resources in the cluster.
We express the preference of the operators, including the
nature of the resource (CPU, GPU) and the data-locality, with
the edges in the scheduling graph. In the network flow each
task Ti has an edge to its preferred resource. Figure 9 depicts
an example of the scheduling graph with three tasks ready for
scheduling. In order to simplify the problem we consider only
one cluster connected in the same rack.
Two particular nodes, XCP U and XGP U , represent the
cases where a task is scheduled but not on its preferred
resource, either on a CPU or a GPU resource. The associated
cost with these edges is the cost of the worst case of scheduling
the task on a CPU or GPU resource. Each task has an edge
to the XGP U or the XCP U nodes, depending on its target
implementation, or both in the case of a heterogeneous task.
This is an addition to the original Quincy model where there
is only one X node. Both nodes respectively hold an edge to
every CPU or GPU resource in the cluster.
The U node represents the case where a node is left
unscheduled. The cost associated with the edge from a task
to this node is the cost of scheduling the task on its preferred
resource, plus the waiting time for this resource be become
available and a constant factor. This allows the task to wait
for its preferred resource if it soon becomes available. The S
node represents a successful scheduling of a task.
The cost from a task to its preferred resource includes
the predicted time for transferring and processing the data on
the resource. We infer the data processing and transfer times
based on the size of the input data from a linear model built
on historical execution times. This feasible on scheduling as
the amount of data generated from the upstream operators is
known.
Finally, for a heterogeneous task, the GPU or CPU implementation is scheduled according to the solution of the flow
network.
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(e.g. indexing, caching) will need to ba addressed.
VI.

R ELATED WORK

In this section we review the literature related to the
presented research.
A. Heterogeneous processing framework

1
Fig. 9. Scheduler graph showing three tasks ready for scheduling. TCP
U
3
is a CPU exclusive operator and TGP
U is a GPU exclusive operator, while
2
THet is a heterogeneous task having a CPU and GPU implementation. Each
task has a direct edge to its preferred resource CP Ui or GP Ui . The edges
to the XCP U and XGP U nodes represent a task scheduled on the worst case
resource. The edges to the U node represents an unscheduled operator. S is
the sink node that drains all the flow from the graph. Edge weights are not
represented.

Mars [13] is a MapReduce implementation running on
GPU with extensions for supporting multi-GPU. Other MapReduce implementations exist such as [14], [15] but still for a
multi-GPU setup on the same machine unlike our approach
that targets distributed GPU environments and general-purpose
computations. Dandelion [16] on the other hand is a distributed
runtime and compiler on heterogeneous nodes equipped with
GPUs. The framework takes a job expressed in the high-level
query language LINQ as input and compiles it into various
architecture code to be executed by the cluster runtime. It
however does not seem to support streaming features and
hiding of data transfer and execution. With regard to the future
work,
B. K-NN optimization

V.

F UTURE WORK

In a future work we will present and discuss further the
performance and strategies allowed by the proposed scheduling
model. Preliminary tests have only validated the feasibility of
the model. Implementing different scheduling policies favoring
fairness or data locality is possible by varying the costs and
weights in the scheduling graph and will also be studied.
Not only many real-life problems can be naturally modeled
as graphs (e.g., social, customers network), the current state
of the research and technology already allows to store data
as graph. A distributed graph database can be a good fit as
storage backend of our proposed framework. In a future work
we will evaluate the feasibility of integrating our distributed
GPU-enabled processing framework within a distributed graph
database. Challenges such as defining a proper graph model for
both the database and processing on GPU, defining a suitable
processing model as well as other possible usages of the GPU

In order to avoid sorting the entire distances matrix, [17]
maintains the k nearest neighbors in a heap data structure
residing in GPU memory. In this strategy each thread block
finds the k nearest neighbors of a single testing sample. Each
thread processes the distances with coalesced access to the
GPU global memory. If the current distance is lower than
the greatest distance residing in the heap, the thread removes
the greatest element from the heap and inserts the current
element. Since it requires access to a shared data structure,
thread synchronization is required when pushing to the heap
which is a costly approach compared to our optimized radix
sort. In [18] a comb sort algorithm retrieves the k nearest
neighbors. The comb sort stops once the k smallest distances
and their corresponding training samples identifiers are found.
They acknowledge that for k > 100 using the radix sort on
the entire distances matrix is faster. Our approach, in addition
to relying on the radix sort, does not depend on k, which is
more stable and allows easier performance prediction.

C. Cluster scheduling

[6]

Mesos [19] is a cluster scheduler with a master offer
level and a framework demand level. The implemented Dominant Resource Fairness allocation algorithm guarantees a
fair allocation of n1 of the dominant resource to each user.
Our approach based on Quincy however favors data-locality
over fairness, which mitigates the overhead in GPU memory
transfers between operators [12]. YARN [20] is the second
iteration of the Hadoop scheduler aiming at decoupling the
programming model from the resource management infrastructure. YARN however considers resource requests from
applications, unlike our approach that considers the demands
over the framework. Omega [21] is a distributed cluster scheduler designed for framework and task concurrency that claims
at optimizing the global cluster performance rather than the
individual framework performance.
VII.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have presented our approach for optimizing the performance of a cluster of distributed processing with
Graphics Processing Units equipping the nodes. Starting from
our initial framework we presented a strategy optimizing the
GPU implementation of the k-means algorithm.
Once we have acknowledged the performance gain of our
proposed solution we have integrated GPU resources and computations in an existing dataflow graph processing framework
using the same approach. In order to achieve that we have
proposed a model for a GPU operator within the dataflow
graph model exploiting the batch and streaming features of
the GPU. The streaming GPU operator is furthermore well
suited with the data streaming nature of DFG jobs. We have
validated the approach on an optimized job implementation of
the k-nearest neighbors algorithm.
Finally, we have presented the model for the scheduling
on such heterogeneous processing framework, inspired by the
Quincy [12] scheduling model. In a future publication we will
show experiments and performance figures following thorough
testing on the proposed scheduling model.
The code related to the presented contributions as well as
the dataflow graph processing framework will be accessible in
open source at https://github/nltran/arom.

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]
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